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Foreword
This volume celebrates the 70th birthday of Professor Gregory Maxwell Kelly whom
we all know as Max. Max has been a prominent +gure in category theory for nearly
four decades. It is said that, whenever two or more categorists are gathered together,
Max’s name will come up very soon, either in a scienti+c or social context.
While categories merited only passing mention in Max’s doctoral work, the subjects
were very close to the kind of mathematics that led Eilenberg and Mac Lane to initiate
category theory. Shaun Wylie, well known for his book with Peter Hilton on homology
theory, was Max’s supervisor at Cambridge. Max’s early categorical papers had their
origins in that book, particularly to do with questions around the K6unneth theorems.
However, very soon, Max was led to general considerations within category theory
itself, which were then applied to the problems at hand.
In this early work we can +nd the germ of many of Max’s later keen interests:
enriched category theory, coherence, and higher-dimensional universal algebra. A key
fact was that di9erential graded categories (DG-categories) were already there. Sammy
Eilenberg too had distinguished these structures, creating the spur for their collabora-
tion on enriched categories. Fred Linton had studied categories with homs lying in a
base category other than the category of sets, yet his bases excluded the category of
chain complexes needed for DG-categories. Meanwhile, by wanting a general (sym-
metric) monoidal category as base, Max was led into coherence questions, reducing
the number of axioms established by Mac Lane. He was also led to consider an ex-
tension of the notion of naturality to cover the case of all variables in the evaluation
map, privately using string diagrams to link the variables. This all culminated in the
meticulous Eilenberg–Kelly contribution to the 1965 LaJolla Conference whose Pro-
ceedings many of us see as representative of category theory reaching maturity as
a subject in its own right. An important aspect was that the category of categories
could also be used as a base, allowing the study of 2-categories as particular enriched
categories.
It would be a major task to do justice to all the original ideas and expository
innovations Max has achieved. As an easier compromise, we have included a list
of his publications. We have not included the important papers which he has in the
pipeline.
Max has collaborated widely in his research, often leading to joint publications,
always leading to advances. Many of his collaborators have contributed to this volume.
It has been a pleasure to work with the authors and referees on the preparation of
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the volume. Their helpfulness and willingness to contribute their research results is a
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Letter from Saunders Mac Lane
Max Kelly has been an unusually active e9ective exponent of category theory—and
an excellent collaborator, as in his joint work with Eilengberg and later with me.
My +rst contact with him came about because of our common interest in coherence
theorems which assert that (not quite) all diagrams of a suitable type will commute.
Results of this type were needed in Kelly’s own early research in category theory, as
well as in our original joint result.
From that point Kelly went on to develop many new ideas, as for example in his
e9ective collaboration with Eilenberg. His many able students have played a vital role.
This brief note is by way of a small but enthusiastic salute to Max and his many
accomplishments—down under and all over.
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